Frolic with the Stars on Astroteaze: Zodiacts™ Celestial Lunar Tees

Wear the stars. Artist Donna McGarry joyfully presents her celestially inspired line of astrology t-shirts and paraphernalia. The whimsical lunar oriented tees can be found on cafepress.com/Astroteaze. Find your inner star in a reflective Pisces tee or jet with daredevil Andy Aries on a skate through the cosmos.

Nyack, NY. May 26, 2009 --(PR.com)-- Artist Donna McGarry is pleased as punch to present her astrology inspired line of t-shirts. The whimsical lunar oriented tees can be found on cafepress.com/Astroteaze.

This line of tees is based on the Moon's orbit. As She weaves her way through the constellations, the Moon infuses our behavior with the qualities associated with that sign. Join the stars as they fall under Her spell. Romp through the galaxy with Andy Aries. Shine with Leo. Play hookey with Sally Sadge. Climb the Capricorn Moon's social ladder with Starrkitty.

"Astrology is the study of human nature as well as an acceptance and delight in the eccentricities of behavior," states Zodiacts creator McGarry. "By employing celestial embodiments of the constellations, I'm hoping to create colorful characters people can identify with, thus expanding their knowledge of all the signs." You don't need to be a Virgo to receive the Virgoan "clean up your cloud," energy vibes. Nevertheless, it is fun and illuminating to discover where the Moon was traveling on the day you were born. Don your Sherlock and solve the mystery of yourself.

About the Artist
Donna McGarry is the author of two children's books Zodiacts: Aries Adventure: Camp on Camping on and Zodiacts: A Whimsical Introduction to Celestial Beings. A self-taught artist, astrologer, and ice-skater, she's had a deep and lifelong love for the moon, stars, and heavens. Sagittarius rising, with a third house Aquarius moon, she's hoping her visions of the skies encourage the little ones to dream big dreams. For more information, or to schedule an interview, please visit the website www.zodiacts.com, or send an e-mail to ilikeplanets@yahoo.com.
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